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CLOSING
PRESS RELEASE

KOROR, PALAU (22 APRIL, 2022) — The seventh Our Ocean Conference concluded in Palau 

with 410 commitments worth $16.35 billion.  The conference – co-hosted by the Republic of 

Palau and the United States – was the first to be held in a small island developing state.  Titled 

“Our Ocean, Our People, Our Prosperity,” the conference highlighted the importance of a healthy 

ocean to small island developing states—and to all communities where the ocean is a primary 

source of sustenance.

Since Special Presidential Envoy for Climate John Kerry started the Our Ocean 

Conferences in 2014, they have mobilized more than 1,800 commitments worth nearly 

$108 billion across the issue areas of the conference, which include climate change, 

sustainable fisheries, sustainable blue economies, marine protected areas, maritime 

security, and marine pollution.

Our Ocean Conferences convene governments and non-state actors – including from the 

private sector, intergovernmental organizations, academia, and nongovernmental 

organizations – to commit to concrete action to advance ocean issues, including ocean-

climate issues.  More than 600 participants representing more than 70 foreign 

delegations and 150 non-state actors attended the seventh Our Ocean Conference.  The 

role of Indigenous and youth leadership in protecting ocean health came to the forefront 

throughout the conference.

“Island nations are on the frontlines of the dual ocean and climate challenges. By hosting 

the meeting, Palau was not only able to show the world just how vulnerable we are to 

these crises, but also the many solutions available to tackle the problems today if we just 

choose to use them,” said Surangel S. Whipps, Jr., President of Palau.

 

Our Ocean Conference Closes in Palau with more than 400 
Commitments to Protect Ocean Health and Security

https://ourocean2022.pw/
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The conference also highlighted the importance of ocean-based climate 

solutions, including shipping decarbonization, marine nature-based solutions, 

and o�shore renewable energy, in keeping the 1.5-degree target within reach 

and improving global climate resilience.

“Together, we realized extraordinary new commitments and ambition across 

many sectors. That includes commitments not just from countries but also from 

the private sector and non-governmental organizations – all of which are 

critical to winning this fight. Our goal this week was to shine a spotlight on what 

is happening to our ocean – not just talk, but real commitments to take real 

actions and make a real di�erence. We recognize the stakes, and we are 

committed to acting with the urgency this moment demands.” said John Kerry, 

the US Special Presidential Envoy for Climate.

The role of Indigenous and youth leadership in protecting ocean health came to 

the forefront throughout the conference.  “Our ancestral life-giving ocean is the 

world’s last, and greatest, defense against climate change,” said youth 

delegate Kalani Reyes, founder of Deep Pacific Collective of Pacific Peoples.  

“We must work together, across generations to protect the ocean.” 

Special Presidential Envoy for Climate John Kerry and President of the Republic 

of Palau Surangel S. Whipps, Jr. co-hosted the conference.  In addition to the 

plenary sessions, the conference featured 22 side events on issues from marine 

protected areas and blue foods to clean shipping and ocean-climate finance.  

The agenda of plenary sessions and side events is available on the conference 

website, www.ourocean2022.pw.

https://ourocean2022.pw/
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Commitments by issue area 

Note that not all commitments are categorized by issue area

Climate: 89 commitments worth $4.9 billion

Sustainable fisheries:60 commitments worth $668 million

Sustainable blue economies: 89 commitments worth $5.7 billion

Marine protected areas: 58 commitments worth $1.3 billion

Maritime security: 42 commitments worth $358 million

Marine pollution: 71 commitments worth $3.3 billion

 

Commitments map viewer:  https://ourocean2022.pw/commitments/ 

Visit: www.ourocean2022.pw 

Our Ocean Palau Photo Album:  https://www.flickr.com/photos/195340062@N05/

 

https://ourocean2022.pw/commitments/
http://www.ourocean2022.pw/
mailto:https://www.flickr.com/photos/195340062@N05/


OPENING PRESS 
RELEASE

KOROR, PALAU (13 APRIL, 2022) — The Republic of Palau and the United States opened the 

7th Our Ocean Conference (OOC) today, marking the first time this event has been held in a 

small island developing state (SIDS). For SIDS, this underscores the critical role and leadership 

of indigenous peoples and local communities in tackling the climate change and ocean crises.

Palau and the United States organized this gathering of more than 500 representatives from 

foreign governments, intergovernmental organizations, academic and research institutions, the 

private sector, and civil society organizations. Among the participants is a special group of youth 

delegates who are showcasing their leadership and youth-led initiatives for ocean action.

President Surangel S. Whipps, Jr. and U.S. Special Presidential Envoy for Climate John F. Kerry, 

who are co-hosting the conference, opened the conference, highlighting the Pacific’s long history 

of ocean stewardship, and called on participants to confront the challenges of the global climate-

ocean crisis with a new level of urgency.

In a joint statement, President Whipps and Mr. Kerry noted, “As governments around the world 

work to sustainably rebuild their economies in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, we would do 

well to remember that the ocean holds as many opportunities for resilient low-carbon growth as 

can be found on land.”

The conference, titled “Our Ocean, Our People, Our Prosperity,” focuses on combating climate 

change, promoting sustainable fisheries, creating sustainable blue economies, advancing marine 

protected areas, achieving a safe and secure ocean, and tackling marine pollution. The 

importance of ocean-based climate solutions and the centrality of a healthy ocean to small island 

developing states—and all places where the ocean is a primary source of sustenance—will be 

cross-cutting themes throughout the conference.

SEVENTH OUR OCEAN CONFERENCE OPENS IN PALAU

GOVERNMENTS TO ANNOUNCE HISTORIC COMMITMENTS AT CRUCIAL 
MOMENT FOR GLOBAL OCEAN PROTECTION

https://ourocean2022.pw/


PRESS RELEASE

“Our Ocean” is a signature platform to mobilize support for ocean action. The six previous 

conferences have garnered more than 1,400 commitments worth approximately $91.4 

billion and protecting more than five million square miles of the ocean. Major new 

commitments from foreign governments, industry leaders, and philanthropies are 

expected to add to this year's momentum and progress.

“As with climate action on land, progress on ocean protection ultimately hinges on

political will. It is worth reminding ourselves that, at the end of the day, we are all 

connected by the ocean,” President Whipps and Mr. Kerry added.

Contacts:  Sachi Singeo: +680 767-2403 

Michael Crocker: +1 207 522 1366

  Patricia Roy: +34 696 90 59 07

Additional Information

OFFICIAL VIDEO AND IMAGES: Conference organizers will provide complimentary video 

(“HostTV”) and imagery of all open-press sessions.

All designated press program sessions will be streamed live on www.ourocean2022.pw, 

and broadcast-quality clean feeds (no graphics/chyrons) in HD/SDI 1080i standard will be

available live through the Verizon Washington D.C. AVOC Switch. 

After the conclusion of each day, video-on-demand and still imagery (available free-of-

charge and in the public domain) of Conference sessions will be posted to the website. 

Visit: www.ourocean2022.pw

EMBARGOED:
13 April 2022 00:01 Hours GMT+9

https://ourocean2022.pw/


Resources

More content will be added to the Press Kit as we get closer to April, 13-14.

Click below to open the folders and download the resources.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rckISW-E4zcPVgSPJtRetOAcjz0m9YpF?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1m0Ak3FiAURw3K-q_4SU12O2QJWP6mRLi?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TkJBzP7x8b2mbd1SvB26AY-V2VYmh3ql?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1k1VD2SHtq-rY4QNS-Y5ERl0SM-hdNOPR?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17rqiAnxMhQ4LOtB1alVWBT47StEb2GBM?usp=sharing
https://ourocean2022.pw/communications-toolkit/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zdLBhHy8Vh1zvjxYFp4MBb3KCdVWi1NU?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zdLBhHy8Vh1zvjxYFp4MBb3KCdVWi1NU?usp=sharing


MEDIA ADVISORY

KOROR, PALAU (March, 2022) — The Republic of Palau and the United States will jointly 

host the Our Ocean Conference-2022 (OOC-2022) in Koror, Palau on 13-14 April. Palau is 

the first Small Island Developing State (SIDS) to host the OOC, presenting a unique 

opportunity for participants to commit to concrete and substantial action from the 

shores of a nation on the frontlines of the global ocean crisis. To ensure as many voices 

as possible are heard, representatives from governments, businesses, civil society, 

financial entities, scientists, young leaders, and others from diverse national contexts will 

all participate. Heads of State, ministers, and leaders from numerous sectors will attend 

and are expected to announce major new commitments to protect ocean health. Already, 

the six previous conferences have resulted in 1,400 commitments worth $91.4 billion and 

protected at least five million square miles of ocean. 

Additional background information is available on www.ourocean2022.pw 

PALAU AND UNITED STATES TO CO-HOST OUR OCEAN
CONFERENCE IN KOROR, PALAU 13-14 APRIL 

WHAT: Our Ocean Conference - 2022
WHERE: Koror, Palau 
WHEN: Wednesday and Thursday 13-14 April

PRESS FILING CENTRE (PFC): A Press Filing Center (PFC) will be provided within the 

Conference venue, consisting of unassigned workspace and live shot/stand-up 

broadcast positions. Unassigned workstations are available at no charge on a first-

come, first-serve basis, and will include complimentary wireless Internet access and 

power outlets (120V). Additional services beyond those provided complimentary (e.g. 

high-speed wired/wireless Internet, additional power, or custom workspace) will be 

available on a fee-for-purchase basis through the media services rate card, which will

be published in the coming weeks.       

https://ourocean2022.pw/
http://timandlynettetopopulate.com/


OFFICIAL VIDEO AND IMAGES: Conference organizers will provide complimentary video 

(“HostTV”) and imagery of all open-press sessions.

All designated press program sessions will be streamed live on www.ourocean2022.pw, and 

broadcast-quality clean feeds (no graphics/chyrons) in HD/SDI 1080i standard will be 

available live through the Verizon Washington D.C. AVOC Switch.

 

After the conclusion of each day, video-on-demand and still imagery (available free-of-

charge and in the public domain) of Conference sessions will be posted to the website.

 

VISAS AND CUSTOMS

All visitors must have a valid passport not less than 6 months from the date of expiration and 

proof of return arrangements. VISAs are NOT required. 30-days Tourist Visa will be issued 

upon arrival and may be extended within 7 days in advance with approval of the Chief of 

Immigration for a fee of US$50.00 before the expiration date of the visa. All visitors are 

required to sign the Palau Pledge, which is stamped into your passport upon arrival.

Additional Questions, Technical Inquiries, and Contact Information

Please email summitmedia@state.gov and ourocean2022@palaupresident.info with any 

logistical media inquiries.

For broader press inquiries regarding the Conference, please contact OES-PA-DG@state.gov 

and ourocean2022@palaupresident.info.



PALAU FACTSHEET
Palau - Our Ocean, Our People, Our Prosperity

The Republic of Palau is proud to be the first small island developing state (SIDS) to co-

host an Our Ocean Conference together with the government of the United States and 

looks forward to sharing its pioneering ocean conservation action and unique perspective 

on the ocean climate crisis with participants from around the world in April 2022.

This year, the Our Ocean Conference will be transported to the frontline of the ocean 

climate crisis, to an island nation where the threats are urgent and existential, where the 

links between a healthy ocean and healthy communities are clear, and where leaders and 

citizens are calling for accelerated, ambitious, united action.

Our Ocean Palau will underline that a thriving ocean is essential for wellbeing and 

prosperity both now and in the future, and that managing ocean resources sustainably 

and equitably is a key source of sustainable climate solutions, from o�shore renewable 

energy to zero-carbon shipping and marine protected areas that safeguard biodiversity 

and build climate resilience.

A large ocean state with a big ocean vision

Palau is a small country of just 18,000 people, living on 12 inhabited islands in an 

archipelago of more than 550 coralline and volcanic islands in the Western Pacific. In 

Palau, all lives and livelihoods, as well as the cultural heritage of the people, are 

inextricably connected to the ocean.

Everyone in Palau is impacted by the climate driven changes to the marine environment, 

which include higher temperatures, stronger typhoons, coral reef loss, sea level rise and 

coastal flooding. These changes threaten Palau’s low-lying coastal communities, 

infrastructure, ecosystems, and cultural sites, and the thriving tourism industry that 

accounts for nearly 50% of Palau’s GDP.



Over 100,000 tourists visit Palau every year, attracted by its pristine waters, iconic 

sharks, and beautiful corals. Palau is blessed with incredible marine biodiversity – 

including 700 types of coral and 1,300 species of fish.

As the vast majority of its territory lies in its EEZ (land area 460 km2; EEZ 614,807 km2), 

Palau is better described as a Large Ocean State than a small island nation. And it 

has a big ocean vision that originates in the roots of the island’s culture.

A forward-looking nation guided and inspired by centuries of tradition

Palau is a world leader in ocean conservation and a strong voice for global climate 

action.  Palau’s stewardship of its delicate marine ecosystem extends back thousands 

of years, guided by the traditional practice of “bul”, which involves a moratorium on an 

area when a species is being over–harvested or is endangered. It becomes everyone’s 

job to protect that species and to adhere to the rules - collectively taking action 

together.  In Palauan tradition, families pass down through generations the 

importance of always leaving your island a better place for your children.

Today, bul has become the philosophy on which Palau bases its ambitious and 

inspirational approach to ocean-climate action, which has seen the nation:

• Create the huge Palau National Marine Sanctuary in 2020, that prohibits all 

fishing and mining on 80% of its national waters – an area of nearly

500,000km2, about the size of Spain – and restrict fishing in the remaining 20% 

to locally managed fisheries.

• Create the world's first shark sanctuary in 2009, inspiring dozens of countries to 

follow suit.

• Become one of the first countries to incorporate environmental protection into 

its immigration laws and announce plans for Palau to become world’s first 

carbon neutral tourism destination.

• Ask all tourists to take the “Palau Pledge” to minimize their environmental 

footprint.

• Commit to halve its carbon emissions by 2025, largely by increased use of 

renewables and increased local food production, and be a powerful voice 

calling for strong global action to limit global heating to 1.5oC and greater 

support for developing countries.

https://palaupledge.com/


AREAS OF ACTION

Advancing Marine Protected 

Areas for Communities, 

Ecosystems, and Climate

Facts and Stats

Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) are an e�ective, 
science-based, tried and tested tool for 
conserving ocean biodiversity and ecosystems, 
strengthening ocean resilience to climate 
impacts, improving long-term food security, 
and protecting ocean-based livelihoods.
        
The recent IPCC report on impacts and 
adaptation found that to support ecosystem 
resilience to climate change, 30-50% of land 
and marine areas should be protected, 
conserved and restored. 

In order to achieve this conservation goal, 
countries, scientists, and civil society are 
calling for at least 30% of the global ocean to 
be conserved or protected by 2030 (“30x30”). 
Currently, less than 10% of the ocean is 
protected, the vast majority within MPAs. But 
not all these MPAs are e�ectively implemented, 
and most do not fully protect marine 
ecosystems from harmful human activities.

Around 3% of the ocean is fully or highly 
protected. This covers about 6.1% of marine 
areas within national jurisdiction and just 0.8% 
of the High Seas.

There is huge disparity in MPA implementation 
around the world. Only 7 nations have at least 
10% of their EEZs in implemented and fully / 
highly protected areas.

Many Small Island Developing States (SIDS) are 
more accurately described as Large Ocean 
States as most of their sovereign territory is 
contained in their vast EEZs. Large Ocean 
States are among those at the forefront of 
marine protection.

The Large Ocean State of Palau (land area 460 
km2; EEZ 614,807 km2) has fully / highly 
protected 78% (477,418 km2) of its ocean area 
– a higher proportion than any other nation.

Creating regional networks of Large-Scale 
Marine Protected Areas (LSMPAs) are one of 
the best ways to conserve global ocean 
biodiversity, facilitate climate resilience, 
increase species survival, and support 
livelihoods.

Today there is no agreed global mechanism for 
establishing MPAs on the High Seas, which 
cover 61% of the global ocean. 
A new international agreement under the Law 
of the Sea Convention for conservation and 
sustainable use of high seas marine 
biodiversity is currently being negotiated at 
the UN and is expected to include a framework 
for establishing High Seas MPAs. This will help 
us achieve the goal of conserving or protecting 
30% of the global ocean by 2030.

Over the course of all the Our Ocean 
Conferences since 2014, Our Ocean 
Commitments include the protection of 5 
million square miles of the ocean.

https://ourocean2022.pw/areas-of-action/


AREAS OF ACTION

Tackling Marine Pollution

Facts and Stats

More than 80% of all marine pollution 
originates on land and the cumulative impacts 
from localized coastal pollution can be far-
reaching. The most e�ective way to combat 
ocean pollution is to stop it at the source.

About 80% of all marine litter is plastic. Each 
year, at least 8 million tonnes of plastic leaks 
into the ocean. Without action the annual flow 
of plastic into the ocean will nearly triple by 
2040 and the stock of plastic will quadruple; by 
2050 there will be more plastic in the ocean by 
fish.

100,000 marine mammals and turtles and 1 
million seabirds are killed by marine plastic 
pollution every year. Plastic pollution is 
impacting at least 700 species of marine life. 
 
Plastic debris has formed at least 5 giant 
garbage patches on the ocean. The largest — 
the Great Pacific Garbage Patch — covers an 
area twice the size of Texas.

Abandoned, lost or otherwise discarded fishing 
gear (ALDFG), also called “ghost gear”, 
constitutes about 10% of marine plastic. 46% 
of species on the IUCN Red List have been 
impacted by ALDFG, mainly through 
entanglement or ingestion. 

The G7, G20, EU, and multiple countries and 
companies have launched initiatives and 
policies aimed at reducing plastic pollution – 
but, studies show that all the current major 
commitments would only reduce plastic 
leakage to the ocean by around 7% by 2040. 
More needs to be done to reduce the amount 
of plastic produced and create a circular 
plastic economy.

Large oil tanker spills have been responsible for 
some of the most catastrophic marine 
pollution. Fortunately, these incidents are 
becoming much rarer. In the 2010s, 
approximately 164,000 tonnes of oil were lost 
from large tanker spills, a 95% reduction since 
the 1970s. 19 of the 20 largest spills recorded 
occurred before the year 2000.

Confronting the 

Ocean-Climate Crisis

The ocean and climate are intrinsically linked: 
ocean and climate action are two sides of the 
same coin. Ocean protection is key to 
confronting climate change, and cutting 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is vital for 
future ocean health.

Greenhouse gas emissions are adversely 
a�ecting the ocean in unprecedented ways, 
making it warmer and more acidic, and leading 
to sea level rise, marine heatwaves, melting 
polar sea ice and ice sheets, deoxygenation, 
species migration, and changes in ocean 
circulation and stratification.

The ocean has absorbed an estimated 93% of 
excess heat generated by GHGs since the 
1970s, and about 30% of global CO2 
emissions.

Over the past 100 years, the average global 
sea surface temperature has increased by 
0.13°C per decade – a total rise of over 1°C. 
Temperatures have risen faster at the poles – 
by about 2°C in the Arctic and between 1.0 and 
1.5°C in the Antarctic.

https://ourocean2022.pw/areas-of-action/


AREAS OF ACTION
Facts and Stats

The planet’s poles are melting. Since 1979, the 
volume of Arctic Sea ice at the end of summer 
has decreased by 75%. Satellite monitoring 
reveals the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets 
are losing ice six times faster than in the 1990s. 
The melting of polar ice sheets is responsible for 
a third of all sea level rise.

2021 was the hottest year on record for the 
ocean, surpassing the previous record set in 2020.

Between 1925 and 2016, the number of annual 
marine heatwave days around the globe 
increased by more than 50%. Marine heatwaves 
are projected to become more long-lasting, 
frequent, and intense, threatening to disrupt 
marine food webs and reshape ocean 
biodiversity.

CO2 in the atmosphere is absorbed by the ocean 
leading to ocean acidification. Ocean acidity has 
increased by 26% since the industrial era, a 
change unprecedented in 65 million years that 
could impact up to 50% of marine life, including 
shellfish and coral reefs.

As ocean temperatures rise, oxygen solubility 
decreases leading to ocean acidification. Since 
the 1950s, open-ocean “oxygen-minimum” zones 
have expanded to the size of the EU, while the 
volume of ocean water completely devoid of 
oxygen has more than quadrupled.

SIDS and other low-lying coastal areas and 
deltas are on the front line of climate change, 
threatened by rising sea levels, coastal flooding, 
erosion and habitat loss, extreme weather events 
and storm surges, and shifting fish stocks. These 
impacts can seriously compromise the livelihoods 
of coastal communities that depend on 
ecotourism and other resources for their 
subsistence. The population of the low-lying 
coastal zones is projected to reach more than 
one billion by 2050.

Limiting global heating to 1.5oC will make a 
significant di�erence to ocean-climate risks and 
give communities more time to adapt. 

Our ocean is an ally in confronting the climate 
crisis. A 2019 report commissioned by the Ocean 
Panel found that ocean-based action areas, 
including decarbonizing the shipping sector, 
scaling up o�shore renewable energy, and 
protecting and restoring “blue carbon” 
ecosystems, could provide up to a fifth of the 
GHG reductions needed to limit warming to 1.5°C.

The combined impact of these ocean-based 
solutions could reduce global GHG emissions by 
11 billion tonnes in 2050 – equivalent to the annual 
emissions from 2.5 billion cars or all the world’s 
coal-fired power plants.

Creating Sustainable 
Blue Economies

The global economy and the livelihoods of 
hundreds of millions of people rely on the ocean. 
The ocean economy directly contributes about 
$1.5 trillion to the global economy every year and 
studies estimate the value of ocean resources 
and assets at $24 trillion, more than the GDP of 
the United States.

Around 90% of all internationally traded goods 
travel by ship. 

Fish and fishery products are among the most 
traded food commodities in the world: in 2018, 67 
million tonnes (38%) of fish and aquaculture 
products were traded internationally. That’s 
about twelve times the weight of the Great 
Pyramid of Giza!

https://ourocean2022.pw/areas-of-action/


AREAS OF ACTION
Facts and Stats

International tourism receipts make up more than 
80% of total exports for some countries, 
including Large Ocean States like Saint Lucia, 
Palau, and the Maldives. Before the COVID-19 
pandemic, tourism accounted for nearly half of 
Palau’s GDP.

Coastal habitats provide protection from storms 
and floods for hundreds of millions of people and 
are a source of jobs and revenue. Coral reefs 
alone contribute $11.5 billion a year to global 
tourism, benefitting over 100 countries and 
providing food and livelihoods to local people.

Today’s ocean industries and economies are vital 
for countries and communities, but most are not 
sustainable, equitable or resilient.

The global shipping industry emits around 940 
million tonnes of CO2 annually, at least 2.5% of 
the world's total. Actions to decarbonise shipping 
are so far inadequate and too slow.

Greenhouse gas emissions from the shipping 
sector are significant and rising. If the shipping 
sector were a “country,” it would be the eighth 
largest emitter in the world.

Inequity is deeply embedded: 60% of the 
revenues of the 8 main ocean sectors are 
accrued by just 100 corporations; industrial 
fisheries can undermine small-scale fisheries and 
communities; and most high seas fishing is 
dominated and subsidized by a few wealthy 
states.

The global economy was left in a state of shock 
by the Covid-19 pandemic. The disruption to 
fishing and international tourism has been 
particularly devastating for SIDS. Now there’s an 
opportunity for a Blue Recovery based on 
developing ocean economies that are 
sustainable, innovative, equitable and resilient.

A recent report by the Ocean Panel sets out a 
new ocean narrative in which sustainable ocean 
management allows the ocean to produce 6 
times more food and 40 times more renewable 
energy, providing the opportunity to contribute 
one-fifth of the GHG cuts needed, help lift 
millions of people out of poverty, improve equity 
and gender balance, and increase economic and 
environmental resilience.

According to the Ocean Panel report, investing 
$2.8 trillion in just 4 ocean-based solutions—
o�shore wind, sustainable ocean-based food 
production, decarbonisation of international 
shipping, and conservation and restoration of 
mangroves—would yield a net benefit of $15.5 
trillion by 2050, empower local fishers and 
communities, and create 12 million net jobs.

Building a sustainable blue economy should be 
integrated into global plans for addressing 
climate change and post-COVID recovery.

https://ourocean2022.pw/areas-of-action/


AREAS OF ACTION
Facts and Stats

FAO estimates that global fish production 
reached about 179 million tonnes in 2018. Of this, 
marine capture fishing produced 84.4 million 
tonnes, and marine aquaculture produced 30.8 
million tonnes.

More than half the world’s fish catch is being 
produced by small-scale fisheries, with 90–95 per 
cent of the small-scale catch being consumed 
locally (FAO, 2020).

Globally, fish account for 17% of total animal 
protein consumed on average, as well as 
providing many key nutrients.  Fish provide more 
than 3.3 billion people with almost 20% of their 
animal proteins, increasing to 50% or more in 
some countries, including some SIDS. 

An estimated 39 million people were directly 
engaged in capture fisheries worldwide in 2018, 
according to FAO, rising to 120 million when 
including people indirectly engaged in the sector. 
About 90% of the total fisheries and aquaculture 
work force globally are small-scale fishers and 
fish workers, almost 50% of them women and 
97% of them in developing countries.

About 20.5 million people are directly engaged in 
aquaculture worldwide.  89% of world 
aquaculture production comes from Asia.

800 million people depend on small-scale 
fisheries and aquaculture for their livelihoods.

In most small-scale fisheries, men are 
predominantly engaged in fishing, while women 
are engaged in downstream activities, like post-
harvest handling, processing, and marketing.

Many small-scale fishing communities experience 
high levels of poverty and are overlooked in 
decision making about resource management 
and broader social and economic development.

SDG Target 14.b of the 2030 Agenda focused on 
providing access for small-scale artisanal fishers 
to marine resources and markets. But this access 
is often challenged by growing competition from 
aquaculture, industrial vessels, tourism, marine 
transport, and even MPAs.

Workers in fisheries and aquaculture are often 
engaged in precarious types of employment, and 
in the worst cases there is forced labour and 
slavery.

Fishing is one of the world’s most dangerous 
occupations. Despite improved awareness and 
practices, estimates of fishing fatalities have 
increased to over 32,000 people annually.

The state of marine fishery resources continues to 
decline. The percentage of stocks being fished at 
unsustainable levels increased from 10% in 1974 to 
34.2% in 2017, with 59.6% classified as maximally 
sustainably fished. That means nearly 94% of fish 
stocks are now either fully fished or overfished.

The 2019 IPBES report on global biodiversity 
concludes that fishing has had the greatest 
impact on marine biodiversity in the past 50 
years. Overfishing is also exacerbated by IUU 
fishing, which amounts to as much as 1 out of 
every5 of the fish caught.

Total fish loss and waste is between 30 and 35% 
of the global catch. Reducing fish loss and waste 
would reduce pressure on stocks and contribute 
to sustainability and food security.

The United Nations General Assembly declared 
2022 the International Year of Artisanal Fisheries 
and Aquaculture to highlight the millions of small-
scale fishers, fish farmers, and fish workers who 
provide food to billions of people and contribute 
to a more peaceful, equitable world.

Advancing Sustainable 

Fisheries and Aquaculture

https://ourocean2022.pw/areas-of-action/


AREAS OF ACTION
Facts and Stats

Maritime security is essential for creating a safe 
and accessible maritime environment, 
encompassing trade and shipping routes, ports, 
and other marine infrastructure such as pipelines, 
oil and natural gas platforms, and trans-oceanic 
telecommunications cables.

Piracy and armed robbery, drug and arms 
smuggling, human tra�cking and unsafe 
migration, IUU fishing, illegal transportation and 
dumping of hazardous waste, and the emerging 
threat of cybercrime, all threaten the safety of life 
and property at sea, the operation of ocean-
based industries, and freedom of navigation.

Around 55,000 merchant ships carry the world’s 
trade across sea. Maritime security is vital for the 
functioning of the global economy.

317 acts of maritime piracy and robbery were 
recorded worldwide in 2021, a slight decrease 
compared to 2020. The Caribbean and Singapore 
Strait were the most a�ected areas.

IUU fishing can be a highly profitable multi-
billion-dollar organized crime that robs poorer 
countries of vital natural resources and massively 
undermines e�orts to sustainably manage 
fisheries.

IUU fishing is estimated to account for 20% of 
the world’s total catch. Illegal fishing is also often 
an indicator of other types of crime at sea, 
including labour and human rights violations, 
human tra�cking and slavery, money laundering, 
and tax fraud.

The Port State Measures Agreement (PSMA)is the 
first binding international agreement to 
specifically target IUU fishing. Its objective is to 
prevent vessels engaged in IUU fishing from using 
ports and landing their catches, blocking them 
from national and international markets.

FAO has launched the pilot of the PSMA Global 
Information Exchange System (GIES), an IT 
platform for Parties to the PSMA to share 
information about PSMA enforcement activities. 
In addition, FAO’s Global Capacity Development 
Programme has so far assisted more than 40 
countries to implement the PSMA.

Interventions to combat IUU fishing should be 
prioritized: investment in fisheries science and 
management; greater transparency throughout 
the value chain; elimination of flags of 
convenience; innovations in surveillance and 
monitoring; cross-border cooperation; and 
capacity building and technology sharing.

Innovative solutions with su�cient financing and 
resources are needed to combat maritime 
security threats as many countries have limited 
resources for e�ective ocean surveillance.

Maritime Security - 

Achieving a Safe, Just and 

Secure Ocean

https://ourocean2022.pw/areas-of-action/


Social Media
Join the #OurOceanPalau 

conversation online.

Areas of Action: 

#SustainableFisheries 

#SmallScaleFisheries #BlueEconomy 
#ClimateAction #MarinePollution 

#PlasticTreaty 

2022 Ocean Conferences:

#COP15 #UNOceanConference 
#COP27

Ocean: 

#OceanSuperYear #SDG14 #SDGs 

#OneOceanOnePlanet 
#ListenToTheOcean #BlueNature 

#Palau #SIDS

PRIORITY HANDLES

@OurOceanPalau

H. E. Surangel S. Whipps, Jr. 

President of Palau

TWITTER - @Surangeljr

INSTAGRAM - @surangeljr

 

John Kerry, U.S. Special Presidential Envoy for Climate

TWITTER - @ClimateEnvoy

INFORMATION TO INCLUDE IN 

YOUR SOCIAL POSTS

When posting, please use 

#OurOceanPalau and include the 

website URL: ourocean2022.pw

HASHTAGS

HANDLES

http://render.visme.co/_render/1478362711/https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FSurangeljr
http://render.visme.co/_render/1478362711/https%3A%2F%2Fwww.instagram.com%2Fsurangeljr%2F
http://render.visme.co/_render/1478362711/https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FClimateEnvoy
https://ourocean2022.pw/


Social Media

SECONDARY HANDLES

Visit Palau

TWITTER

@visitpalau_pva

or #visitpalau

INSTAGRAM 
@visitpalau

Palau Pledge

TWITTER

@palaupledge

INSTAGRAM 

@palaupledge 

Palau National Marine Sanctuary (PNMS)
TWITTER

@pnms_palau or #pnms

INSTAGRAM

@pnms_palau 

Palau Night Market

INSTAGRAM

@680nightmarket

Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environment 

Programme (SPREP)

TWITTER

@SPREPchannel

To support Our Ocean Palau, please 
share content from the Our Ocean 2022 
o�cial Twitter account 
@OurOceanPalau.

New information about the Conference 
will be posted every week.

Stay tuned for links to the Our Ocean 
YouTube account where the Conference 
will be broadcasted.

DOWNLOAD THE 
SOCIAL ASSETS

http://render.visme.co/_render/1478362711/https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3D%2523visitpalau%26amp%3Bsrc%3Dhashtag_click
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17rqiAnxMhQ4LOtB1alVWBT47StEb2GBM?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17rqiAnxMhQ4LOtB1alVWBT47StEb2GBM?usp=sharing

